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FOREWORD

Since developing reathnci efficiency is a complex act, an.innovative teacher,

must use, a variety et methods and materials for meetiog the diverse instructional

need3 of each child, Various motivational techniques such a s. readipg games and

(ctivities can heremployed with a high degree df success for dueloping and re-

inforcing skills in such important areas as word analysis, comprehension, and

vocabulary,

The classroom-tested ideas which are included in this volume, represent a

valuable conlvdium bor evely teacher of reading They can be.adapted for use

at'any grade level with any basal or individualized reading program in use,

Mr.,Currier has rendered a service to the profession for collecting such Lise-

ful teaching sugge.stions,

a

Dr: Donald C. Cushenbety

Professor of Ll(clucatiol

University of NebraSka at Omaha

Member National COuncil of the Right to Read

March.21 1972
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\ III

PI 0 D U Cil ON

it':; worth heing done, it ought to he tun,,,

rNie Word '(IIffl found ho cOl appropriate ticronym lor "Ga'nies Activate

Mot'iv,ition by 1:ncOUld(jiM.1 S1udenis", ili s reprosenk the AlthOr's philosophy

ot reading instruction and the motivation tor writing this b9ok,
'I

In my ('are( r a leacher and, reading specialist I have found too Often

that a ithor part ot a poor readds trbubla is tlIa I he has become disenchanted with

reading and what it can offer him, For some reaspn, he notices other 'children 1.

enjoying the ,early processes of learning:to road ?nd .he finds himsojf experiencing

nothing hut heartache, embarrassment and a strohg dislthe fol reading. ,

here is certainly no one best way ,to manage tI4 instniction of,

reading, Reading games represent only one of many parts 'of a 600d, ec1ecti6

approach. Individualized instruction is a worthy intelition but mhy be found .to

be al Tiost unmanageable in the classroom. Reading games can contribute mOch

toward a teacher's effort in maintaining this objeclivo,



' 11 INTRODI.JCIION (C:ONI,)

The gamc; n thi hook tire not categorized becawle many areas ot

c'dn e ut.ilied in the sam«jame, There is not one aspect of the foundation

1:iikiot reading, hit Cannot he Li(,')hionuil into some type of learning Tame, Ihere

aRk some t,eachcrs who (:an constart an appropriate gai'ne situation around such

ad.tiVhle,S gOinl to the 1.estroom or standing quietly in the lunch line,

game:.;, 4 yrtile in the realm of reading instruction, (..11 hb conv,eni'enti

,.idapte'd (lko 10 other :;kifl area.;1 qtdi as math, spelling, etc,

4

IThe did(tInostit! 'these learning games is 1seriously undoresbtcd
4

,

in.that' [ew people realize itow a Iiild's,performance during a game (whether he wins:

or notl Hvals much'ahout'llis conitive anda ffective functioning, lie does not ic),e1

he is IT V the inNuences 'Of testing sittialibn, and his behavior can be gauged

more f idy than Oder avoraq.testing centhtiotns. Ills sof:ial feelings and behaviors

can be obsIrved, 'How a child attacks'a problem, kilAi he matipulates his own' inter-'

actions with himself and others,' how he operated under preissures of succeS,s.a:nd

failuie are sometimes mioreilimpo.rtant thaalthe actual content of the materig he is
0

learning,

7



Ill INTH)1)'11(.'HON

Thm :;i::(0,; MI Illy hdy( horn totind tol v, suitahle

for cutting troi'n comilntional !i" 1"2" Or 12 18" oak tag and constnictki

ii)aper, The felt-tip marker: lound in 111Kit ,`YhOolS1 'itipply stocks are exceil'ent

tor printing on oak .tag and cw,taiction paper. In some cas(.1,s, Ur pen is

Lecommended, U5 (ok)r d5,i111Ch d") can ho deeuied appropriate--children like

to p1 .c14; their favorite (4olors !now than they like to look for the "'easy" materials /
they are given, Lamination increases attractivenes.s and durability of, the games

you r flki ki nq, Applicali4 of dear contact paper is a second-bw;t solution,

hinexpensive plaskc .shoe boxes cereal a detergent boxes covered

\,yith attractive contact paper, three-pound coffee cans and plastic bottles have

be'en tound excellent for stoung games,

The worst abuse of learnincfgames is use as instructional

TheY are to be used only as a practice or reinforcement acOvity for a skill or

concept; and not as the vehicle through which learning takeis place. In other

w6rds, po NOT USE A READING GAME FOR A Sti UNTIL THAI ELI, HAS BEEN

Lrit MED 'Til ROT H NORMAL INSTRUCTIONAL CHANNELS,



IV I I'VITO I H

d e nnvi drdwn. km ti shell indis'crimindliJy I I lit toddler

Inns! 1)e (dile to predict somehow the ettect (Ind consequence, A gdme shothil

sele,,hte(I first hectue 0! its ciilucdtiondl vdlue dnd secondly becduso o it lonwnt

i)1 tun, Most ()I tdtimes (ire intende:(1 bor smdll groups- -3 to 5 pl.dyers,

pidycd vjtIiut Ap(hrvii:don otin: nar,;t

Miiy conwiridl, non-edtwdkondl (idines cdn he profitdhly used to the

purposes 01 the ins1ructiond1 ddineis descrilwd herein, A torher with d,cidnieful

iiw(lin,ittoli HI tp.1(., (kunc: "Kdhoom", dnd Cherry-0" dnd

lid(ipt them ,ippropridtit to iust dbout dny dflI 01 skill development she wish,

Gdme ideds tlidt could be constructed dround using pieces trom smdil, simple

PuMes (UV unlimited, May oducdtionlly orli,nted commerchtl games are very

worthwhile 4nd cdn he found in any weli-socked toy store,

It Indy dppedr that:most of the games in this book are for elementaty

cjfades, But a game, or itc central idea usually can be alciapted to fit any needs',

Riturity included,
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MdteuTh:

IVI 111N(41.;

,ijht \iNd dull

our vinii(1. ['did knydcli pldyer lroni 1 IMO! .1

" X I 0$ 0: W1101(10(1 down thil iniddle. 'rho hi side 01 the

heel IL; cut nist to the nuddle told into :;ix equdl dnd

the hott(mil :,trip tdped to the other side' nidke pockot ,

Lon4:itmct pdper 1,olored 'Word Cdrd:;

ill Ildsti cdrds

11,1, coliee edn I

Ten Dolcli words (oi oth( voenbuldry

words) do: dsskined to edch set, dnd

one word is written on Oich

Five Of these ten words dre

written on e.tich Colored Word Gird

III rdmioni Order, To lchieve rdndoni

5 ringer Cdcd



2 FIVE FINO,ERS (CONT.)

order, number the words,1 10.. Then write t é,five waras
on'the Colored Word CardS. in, for exarriple, th fok:ot)wine
der: 1-2-3-4-5, 6-7-8-9-10, 10-9-H8--1,-2, 10-8-6-4-2, an
9,7,5,3,1. The bottom of each Cofored Word Card should be
°trimmed" slight/y as illustrated. Each Colored Word Card should
be a different color. Each set should be marked with a separate

1

symbol to avoid mixing up the sets.
..).e

Procedure: Each player chooses a colored word card which is slipped'into the
pocket of hiS 5 Finger Gard. The first p r draws out a flash

4llk" card word from the 'coffee cart ,)nd "reads it to.the_group. 'Players
who have the.word. Cove: it with the AbPropriate finger. Play con-
tInues until sOrpeone covers aL the wordS on his card and says,

,t,..."Five Fingers!" The winner reads back the five .words, and players
who hold thos-e flash cards return them.. If a player reads a word
incorrectly, he should be offered another card to read as an.
opportunity for success.

13



3 STOP AND Ge

Purpose: *inning and ending con'so nt substituiion; vowel substitution

Materials: 12" X 18" oa tag card with 4 medium-sized paper clips evenly spaced

and glued and taped in back along the middle of the longer dimension,

31" X 4" construction paper cards--green for the beginning consonant

letter pattern's, red for the/endings, and yellow for the vowel pre-

sentations
f I.

'rocedure: The teacher should start with a word on the, card ,uch as green .'M'

a yellow 'Al and.a red 'P'. The colors shdulct represent to the

children green for"go" or 'begin" , yellow for " caution" , and

red for "stop" or "finish". The teacher would say to a pl'dyer,

"Give me a ,`GO' (or 'STOP')," asking for one of the cards tole

exchanged for one that the child has before him. He then is to

say the new word. Game rules 'can be made axound this theme.

Vowels, in the beginning, shoulcl be substituted by the teacher.

14



Purpose

,Materials:

Procedure:

TRAIL GAMES

Practicing ponic principles or sidht words
I

Twq \oak tag s'heets, masking:tape, felt markersi 'pictures'

cut from old 'or used wor600ks

to make the game board,,lay the two oak tag sheets together

a /ci then tape along on edge whili they' are together, Thus, wlien

ey are folded out,' it will lay filEt and the oak tag wW not get

'worn when it is folded. The teacher or tlie students can Itake trail

games of many kinds to fit ju,st about any istoiy. Such typical

themsaTe treasure hunts, space trips,. 'safaris, auto races, and

animal stories,,' Make them cOorful.toOften compfexity detra.cts

from the tisefulness or attraction of tlfe game, W&ds can be printed

or cu* t from old,workbooks, The Ginn, Word Enrichment Program ha's

been fouild to be one, of the most uskul'and appealing sources of

pictures,, Theicontent of the games can center around any coltept

of wordanalysis

15



-TRAIL GAMES (CON'T)

or vocaulary study. It is best not tumix concepts such as cons° \ant
r

blends and digraphs,. Depending on the number of pl'ayers and time,

about' 30-35 spaces is recommended': It is suggested th6t 1/6th of

the spaces be devoted to such _things as FREE, LOSE I TURN, ot

EXTRA TURN. The player's markers can be jlist aboueanything,

Vany playing rules can be varied, but they should be clearly

established and written down. The method of ,selecting how far, the

player moves around the trail can be just as varied. A discussion

of these is found in this bopic under/the title of "Spthners," or

"Shake tind Take." A good way of determining movemefit on the '

board instead of going only so many spaces is to col.or code the

spa,ces with four colors arranged in a random sequence, and then

the player is to mote to the "next green space," for example, as

detetined by a four-color spinnbr,

'1\



SPINNE'RS

Purpose: To determine the rflovemen't dt players'on "TRAIL GAMES"

Materials:

Proceduie:

Oak tag (6")(121; large paper fastener brads, 2" paper clips,

masking tape, felt plark'ers

It is best to make a universal spinner that will s% many different

te spiriner for each'

n half and a 4"

is put through the

64 or4equal

types of trail games, instead of having a,separ

different game; The n.2" oak tag is folded

circle is drawn on one side. klarge paper bra

center of the circle. The circle is divided in

, partitions. Each partiiion is assigned a se/aratekblbr, and is, given

a inuMber. The lieacr of the brad.'skuld be held above the surlacq

of the oak tag while the leaves are being 'spread,out so the c4pwill

he space to rotate. The leaves are ta ed on theinsicle of thse\card

tefore it is folded together and taped arou Jfor dges. It is

srprisiJ see how something this crude work so well and with

quite a. bit of randompess,.
fl



BEAN BAG PHONICS

purpose: Practice phonic principles

Materials: 5" plastic whipped-cream containers naped to a 30" ,square

board Inumb,er depends upqn principle being involved), 2"

or 3" bean bags

Procedure: At al distance of pproximately 6 to 10 feet;players tosi bean'

bags'at the containers, When a bean g lahds in t container,

the player has to say a word satisfying whatevef is *itten in

or on the containers, Vowels or indication of hard and soft

sounds of 'c' and 'g' could be wriittenfon the' ontainers, Also,

educational baseball can be played with.thiAdevice bY' arranging

the containers to resémble a *elk diamond and invofiring

appropriate mles an ng,



SHAKE AND TAKE

Purpose: .To detenine the movement of players on TAIL GAMES"

Plpstic gallqn juice bo,ttle,, 6 ping ponl balls

Procedure: Cut the lip off the top of the plastic batle,

and it will be just slightly larger than the

size of a ping pong ball, Write numbers

to 6 in different colors on the balls, rl'he

device can then be shaken and a ball tipped

out 'to decide who goes first or how many

spaces a pla*r is to move. The outside-of

the bottle can be decorated apprppriately

with the name, "Shalr and Take.",

4
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Purpos e

DISC PITC-1

Sight word drill; phrase reading; phonics elements

6" paper plates of two different colors, regular size wastebasket

possibly decorated like, a basketball net

Procedure: On the small paper plates are written sight words to be practiced,

vocabulary words to be learned, or phonç erements to be drilled.

Each player picks a paper plate from his stack (all the same'

'color) and reads the word or phrase, or gives a word representing

tip particular, phonic element printed on it. If he is successful,

he may try,to tossitt into the wastebasket atopa distance of about

10 feet. Then the other player takes his him. At he end dthe

game, the paper plates cah be counted by color seewhSis

the winner. If desired, ito 3 pointi can be tten,on the bottom

of tile plates to eniance the scorin 1\.

(



10,

Purp`ose: 1

Materials,

Procedure:

'FLOWER POWER

Word, family study; phonics principles

Colored cupcake papers, 2" conAction paper circles to fit in the

bottoms of the cupcake papers, 'flower paa ls

On a small bulletin board, rconstnict some bright

colored flowers as' suggested in the illustration

using cupcake paperis for the center of the

fl'ower, r.ie 2" circles can ,IDe changed

easily to detemine the word family

pattern of the phonics principle to

be pt[acticed. If the pOtals are made

separately, they can be 'changed

quickly to he more suitable for the

word family palerE, On 4hild

has "picked" rflovIcr successfullyi,,

may draf his ow4-flower in a bouquet

to take hom to motifer,

21



11 FOUR SQUARE

Purpose: Word recognition; consonant and.vowel substitution

Materials: The game is played mugh like the playground game of

"Fdur Square." A square is marked

with an 'X' to signify the seiTing

square and 'the point where new players

enterthe game, Rotation goes clockwise

so thaLthe person in the lower left square,

s the leader of'the game at the time, The

senier writes a sour or five letter word in his

square and, names a player'in another square,

r 1

-4 his ward and to read tlie new word. The same

Wor may n be used in the, same squa'rin the

same gdme, When a player cannot make br read

a word, he steps out and the9p1ay rotates 't lockwise,



12

Purpose:

Materials:

Procedure:

4cr

SOX SOC1:S IN A BOX

Study of the 'x', 'ks', and 'cks ,sound

Colored construction paper sock profiles with 4 or 5 'cks' words
written on them, shoe box

The children all chant the following jingle as one child draws a
sock' from the "drawer" (box):

Once upon a time
There was a lyttle fox
Who kept his socks 4'
In a chocolate box..
He took out a (color) sock one day,
And on this sock these words did say:

If the child is successful in identifying the words on his sOck, he
gets to keep, the sock for the remainder of the game.

2 3

)



, 13 GHOST

Purpose: Word recognition; iphonics drill; vocaLulary

4

),
Materials: 1.1" squares of construction paper with the

set for each child in a small group

tters G-11-0-S-T, a

Procedure: The obje4t of the game is for each child to make is ghost disilppear

by bein able to gilre each letter ack to the edcher. This may be

done in may ways, ,For example, tj a small group of 4 or 5 students,
I I ' n

Ahyming, synonyms, litonyms, or sight word flash cards may also

4used, The first child to respond cotrectly gets tmive one of

the lettersi of his ghost to the teacher, Any type of speed response)
contest could be handled in this way,

r
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14 ) MONEY IN THE BANK

1

Purpose: Recognition ai practico of phopic elements, sight words, phrases

and sentence4)

Materials: Large oak tag card in the shape of a colorful pig (bank), oak tag

shaped like coins in 1, 5, W, and 25 de,nominations, a large.

, shoe box o envelope attached behind a slot in the piggy bank to

recelye the coins ,

.

.
,

.

f,

Procedure: On th,e 1 coins are printed letters and phbnic eletients; on the 5

coins .are printed sight word 6i word, family elements; on the tacks

of the 1 coins pre pririted phrases. The 25 coins have sentences .

written n them, 'As the childre are successftd in reading whateyer

is on',tH coin's, they:get to put money in the bank, 'Or words could

be' written on ears of corn made of paper and "fed" to the pig,

25



,15 GO-WORD

Purpose: Word building *(hichr grade level skills)

Materials: Two 9"x18" oak tag cards hinged in the middle with masking tape-- .tt

and divided into rows and columns of'16 squares each, a large set

of letter til'es (3/4" squares) much like those used in many.of the

Lyons iand, Carnahan Spelling Games Learning Kits

'Procedure: This game is an adaptation of the ocient Chinese game of "Go"

played, wh black and white stones. The middle four squares

eachthave one dot in them; the surrounding 12 squares each ihave

two tlots; the next surrounding 2( 4uares each have three, dots, etc.

This is repeated after tilt fourth "ring" of dots with oN, two, three,".,

etc. The outside "ring" will have four ts in each square. The \

object of the game is for each player to lay down one letter tile at

a time in turn ahd be the first topake a four letter word, A player,

can play on the other's words. 'The words1can be

'4 26

4

4



, 16 GO-W'ORD (CON'T)

mado horizontally, veriically, or diagonally. ("Frontwards or

Cackwards" makes the piaying ihard for the better students.)

The difficulty of the game is to, be able to.leat theiother player

to his own word while trying to' build one's own word. The gkes

are, sometimes rather short lived. Points can be accuniiilated by

countin9 the dots under the scoring word for each player as he wins.'

e letter tiles are face L,ip in a pile, and the playg,rs

letters deliberately. The playing,board is "cleared" after each

winning game. Thi,s game is just as much fun when played

with different'color markers instead of the letter tiles, a the goal

is to make a "string" of five markers in any direction of th same.

color.



GRAND PRIX'

it'urpose: 'trail game design to he used with any skill practice

Materials: 2 12"x18" oak tag cards hinged together with masking tape (as

described on "Trail Games")--make ,abo t lout racing lanes of either

equal length or equal spaces; section ea hlane into about 40 spaces;

have about two areas of 'yellow flag' ere the players can not pass

e.ach other while in that area; have 2 or 3 pit stops" where the players

have to miss out on two turns (be sure to make all racing lanes equal
0,

to each other by staggering the pit stops''); the same line can serve

both as a starting and a finish line; 4 small (1) plastic ,toy cars are

nteded.

Procedure: With the 'plpyers lined up at the starting line, say,, 'Who can be he

first to give me, a 'long e' (or whatever) word?" Or, "Who,can rhyme

a word with knees?P. Sight word flash cards can also be used.

'Nhatever the case, the child who answers first gets to advance his

racer one space, and so forth until a winner comes across the Finish Line.

28
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18, HAtir AND HALF

Purpose: Recognition and pronouncing syllables and blending them ,into possible

known words.

Materials: 2'1x412-" co.nstaiction paper car4 of different colorswrite one syllable

'on each card to make two-syllable words so that the Word looks aslohe''

when the two cards are joined.

1

Procedure: This, may be played as a game to have the cards all dealt out, and each

player reads one of his syllables (after he has nitched all possible

. Ats he holds in his hand) and indicates whether it is the firstiot la9st

syllable. Another player then reads his syllable and the origthal word.

Another way to play is to have the first and last syllables in adjOnthg

piles., One syllable is turned up and the player tries to gue,ss what the

whole word is by being able to pronounce the syllable and note its

position. A successM guess gets to keep thertwo cards.,

,4



19 HOP WORD

Purpose: Word recognition; spelling

Vaterials: The game should be played in the gym or other large area

Procedure: A child attempts to spell out a .word to the other members

of the group (preferably sitting up on the stage so they

can get a better pers ective), Using one of the many jines

in the gym as the ba e line, the child hops; sk4s, or walks

out the letters to spll a word--using a different manner of

movement between the letters if he is "writing" in manuscrit

instead of cursive, The larger the letters, the better, Rules

and points should be created according to the particular

nature or purposes of the group. Raving the class write their

spelling words in huge formations in the snow is a never-ceasing

form of delightif a large enough field can be found after a fresh

snow fall,



1

20 COMPOUND tOoRD Gal E

Purpose: Recogr}ition and matching of compound word elements

Materiqls: 2" 4" flash cards

Procedure: On 20 flash cards, print the single elements of teR compound words.

On the back, near the junction of the two iiiatching cards, paste the

same color conAruction paper dot or felt pen mark. The compound

)1h

eleents could he written towards the edges of the cards so they

appear as one word when connected and aid in the determination

'of which is the first element and which is the second element

But, this is not entirely necessary. The 20 cards are jumbled and

laid out, and the child pronouaces each word. ,The object is to,paii

up the matching compound word elements. Self-correction can be

gcom.'plished at the very end of the activity Mislay be kid

as a game by *ing two or mor.e' players do different sets as a race

of both time and accuracy.

31



2 1 PULL-APARTS
A

Purpose: Practicing syllabication principlq,s

Materials: 2" x 412." oak tag cards and smaller pieces, masking tape,

felt markers

Procedure: As shown in the illustration, constnict an oak tag word card that

will divide itelf precisely where the word is divided according

to,its syllables, The description of the syliabication principle
4.

can be typed on

a small piece

61 paper and be,,

osted on the

inteNening flap so it

can be read when the word is pulled.fapart, The masking tape

should be applied from behind soias not to interfere with

necessary printing. Separate pleces of oak tag should be used

to let the,lapido the folding,

32



22 CONCENTRATION ,

Purpose: \Nord analysis, vodbulary, rhyming

Vlaterials: 3"x4u oak tag cards, old.workbook pictures (optional)

Procedure: 8 to, 25 pairs of cards are made Op hding on age level and number
,

of children) involving rhyming word Iv pictures, synonyms or

antonyms, color and color words, lit onyms, sight words, or--for

a more advanced level--word syllabi s such as tnc-tor, win-ter,

an-gle, etot, Concerning the latter, 1 12 pairs is recommended,

and care should be taken to avoid cros airings which might involve

the samo syllable but would form a differg word. The cards are

laced face down in rank and file rows. 'The, ypical game of

'(.oncentration is then played. The group size should be kept small

(3-4) to avoid unusually long-term merpoiy. Ibis game is ofte' n

udderestimated in terms of its qualities of instaict1on0 value and

captivating stormy day interests.

33



23

Purpose: Sight word drill

JUMP PAU

Materials: Sight word flash cards , Di0 cup baskets appropriately mount6d

to serve as basket's as in basketball

Procedure: A large stack of sight word flash cards is used, nd it is placed face

14 down before two players, perhaps from two teams, A 1-5 spiniier is

.used by both playerstaking turns being first, ihe player spinning

the highest number gets the chance to read the next word in the sight

word pile, 'In case the players spin a tie,, the: liA player gets the

opportunity to read, If the word is read 6rrectly', the player puts

the card in his team's basket and scores two poior,can't

read it within a certain designatt,time, s decl4ed a 1 ,

n

ec

8, If he misses ,

foul and the opposing player gets a chatA foi a ,free throwto read

the wordfor one point. If both miss, tliP card Is returned to the

bottom of the stack,
11,0,

34 I
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21 "I HAVE IT!"

1 urpose: , Structural analysis study

Materials: 31x4i" cardsa sot of different common endings or suffixes for each

player, and a set of root words

Proctre: Sets of common word, endings and suffixes are number or color coded

so thatethe sets may be regrouped quickly after the game is played..

A large set of root word cards is prepared which will fit many endings

at the same time. The teacher or dealer turns up a root word card at

a time and the players tty to see who can say "I have.it!" first,

naming,the resulting 'new wbrd combination of the root word and the

ending. Another:way to play is to have each player, in turn, reveal ,

a Ca and decide on his own if he can combine one of his endings

we] t root, word. If not, he leaves it face up in the discard p4.

A p 1r may take the top card (from the 'discard or the playing pile to

e when his turn conies. The player who gets rid of his cards first

ins. Sometimes the player may have to respell the word.

35



25 C104

l'urpost: Recognition of (union word elements; consonant substitution

Intoji(11;: b"x9" oak Lig Cards with 1-0" square hole cut out in the left portio',.

of che card;.write a common word element just to the right of thelholo,

such as ab,"aw, or ose; a picture cut frotan old or discarded workbook

can be pasted above the bole such as crab, saw, or roe" a 11"x10" oak

tag card Can be sectioned off in 9 x 6 squares (1-3/41 which will leave

border around the edge; single consonants, blends, and digraphs aro

printed in some order in the 9 rowspacross and the 6 rows down,

Procedure: Although this is not a game, it can be used in a very fun way. The

readpr slides the keyhole card across the large card, and he reads the

word's that are formed, Not only does he gain practice in substituting

consonants, but the idea that 'ose' is usually sounded like "o-se

cis always held paramountin the process of the activity,

30



FIND YOUR PARTNER

Purpose: Lelter learninti; sight word practkv, phonio prtictice

Flash cards with pairs of anything such (IS: fedpital and small

case letters; letter and pictures, rhyming words, etc.

Procedure: Pass the cards of each pair out to each member of an even-numbered

groupone card to a player. At a given signal, the players tly to

find their !Hatching partner. If 5 pairs were passed out, the first

plqiers to come to the teacher claiming their partnership get 5

poirlts each, the next pair 4 points, etc. The pairs of cards'are

cóllected, and new cards are passed o4t for the players to find

new partners again. This is a noisy, active game for 8 to 12

players.

31



, , NI) W111:11: STOPS INIIVONE: KNOWS"

Nend, ditirapli or vowel Atidy:

hom

1.(iser'and chIlk
I

Procedure: t olle iid of the chalk ii1 write

i) of 6 blenthi, diyraphi) or tho

1",

vowels (with diacritic'al mai'kings)

dbout eraser lengths 4art,

student shoves the .,eraser so that

it sliks down the rail lie tries

to say as many words as ho can

using the blend, vowel, c, that,

the eraser stops closest in a 20

or 30 second time perl. oints are

scored for each correct word, and

the phoneme is erased until all are

()one and a new set is given,



211 ROUN WORLD'

I

Purpae: Word wcognition drii

11r,h 611(1;;

to

Proedure: in the iitl1 rclinq loup, the first child stands ivside his

neighbor, The teacher flasles i word to them, and the first child

to repetthe word correM 'gets to move on to the, next child.

The loser takes the sea Ocre the last contest took place. The

lirst child to twel'ali the way around the group and reach his

original seat is the winner.

3 0,



d

LAT AND THE 1AI

icognilim

MateMal:,, WoRI Hth did or word cards in .;entences da( ed on the chalk

lad, ruler to he used pointers

ProLedure: Wm& to he proircd pld'vod l d row along the, chalk rail

HI. d pLiccd Iii ;entimce:;. A "rat" and a "cat" are ;elected,

The lochcr Old Hothof h I id rdIls out orW ot the words, The

at or the rat tries to he the fir;)t to touch the word, or take

tho card, lio then has captured the "cheese" and Is to run with

it to d designated spot Ifl the COM 'oetore the other player can

laq him, 'A point is scored for the approprhite teamthe "Rats''

or the "Cats." It might be best not to assign children to the

team designations, but to select children at random. Head

kinds migilt help portrayal ,

40



30
, CAT'S MEOW

Purpose: Stnictural analysis drill

Materials: Cat silhouettes on a fence (chalk rail)

Procedure: Words are written on the body. of the cat with prefixes on the head

and suffixes on the tail. The children at.tenipt to scare the cats

off the fence by pronouncing the words nd explaining their

mpahings according to the prefixes and suffixes.

4

1

11



31 CHAINS CAN'T TIE YOU DOWN

Purpose:,

Materials:

Procedure:

Sight word deVeloyment

1" 6" colored construction paper syips, felt-tip lien

As a child masters o1or words, number words, letter

names or solinds, sight words, or phonic elements, he

or the teacher writes them on the colored strip and bends

it into.a loop and has the ends stapled; As more words

are maste'red the loops form a chain that grows and grows,

The child can periodcally use the chain for review. If

enough chains are IT ade and are long enough, a beautiful

and l,neaningful chath wall or partition can be hung from

the ceiling or light fixtures to enclose a reading4interest

center in a corner of the room,.

Variation: This idea work quite well for mastering math facts,

c) Write the unfinished equation on the outside of the

4 loop and the answer, if necessary, on the insidecof the loop.



32 CHEC1 S

Purpose: Nord recognition, rhyming, vocabulaq, sight words

Materials: Checker board, cellophane wrap felt-tip pen, checkers

Procedure: If the checker board is to be used for several different

gamO, c6er it with cell6phane and tape loose ends on

the ,5ack This will allow the red squares to be written

on Y.th a felt-tip marker. On the squares, so athat each

player can read it, write different sight words, blends,

vowel presentations, etc, As a regular checker game is

played, the player must read the word or say a word fitting

the particular phonic element on the square he intends

to move to,. When a player's piece becomes a "king" he

no loa4er ha to do anything when he moves that piece,

Variations: Math facts could also be,used

43



33 CLOWNING kROUND WIT4H WoRiS t.

Purpose: Blending of beginntng and gding word'elements

Materials: Large drawing of cloWn on oak tag with

turning..colored balls with beginning

and 'endirvg sounds,

'Procedure: The balls on the clown's hands are made

to rotate on paper fasteners, The object

is for the player to be able to pronounce

the words formed by the beginning and

ending worci parts , A vowel card

attached to the cloes bib could be

used when the two balls represent

,only beginning and ending consonant

combinations,



4
34

Purpose: Sight Word drill;

COLOR BINGO

phonic study; letter'study

Materials: A-4 X 4 5 X 5 bingo card, 4 or 5 colored felt markers

Procedu're: The 3ontribuans of bingo-type games for educatioql purposes

havL been around for longer than nny teachers can remember,

Try a rtily iiew twist! Whether the study be of sight 'Ivords,

blends, vowel sounds, etc. write the words or letters in the

bingo squares in different colors, Randomly scaiter the colors'

so that no two colors appear more than once in any raik or file

row, This can easily be done, Itistead of having a win be all

4 or 5 squared in a straight row, the win could be for covering

all the squares of any color, Another method is to use a 4 or

5 color spinner. As a child spins a color, he reads all the

words of that color and covers up his, successful responses.

An error must havie that color spun alia_in in order to be able to

read it andther time. The first pi,ayef to have his card or any

straight row covered wiq,.

a

rA



35 BATTLESHIP

Purpose: Sight word drill

Ivlaterials: Dolch',1s Gr_oup:Word reaching Game

or similar sin'oquivalent, 4 3/4"

silhouettea of battleshiN made from

overhead transparency material (1 for each player)

Procedure: With a suitable barrier between the two

players, each places a battleship over

either 3 or 4 wprds in a straight line

vertically, horizontally, or diagonally.

In turn( the players "exchange shots" by

saying words on their cards to each other.

Thd words are in strikingly different places on

the two cards. As a word is pronounced, each

player covers it with a marker ("bomb"), The

attaiched player indicates a "hit' or a "miss",

and then selects a word,to pronounce, If a

4 6 battles)lip is hit twice, it is sunk and the other player wins,



36 'f,)APSIZE!

Purpose: Word-building; spelling

Materials: Flannel board, ship (yarn silhouette), letter cards

Procedure: The outline of a ship or canoe is attached to a flannel both',

Flannel-backed letter cards arranged to spell words representing

passengers. While the children close their eyes , the ship

Lapsizes, spilling ll its passengers, In turn, the children,

attempt to rearrany the letters in theit original order. A

construction-paper, lifesaver may be awarded for a correct

response.

Variations: Mathequation sentences

4



37 COOKIE SHEET PHONICS

Purpose: Word blending; stmctural analysis; phonics principles

Materials: Inexpensive cookie sheet, "Magna-Strip"--a commercial material

that is a long rubber strip imprepated with magnetic particles

which can be cut and bent and euck to any flat surface--construction

ipper or oak tag cards and shapes

Procedure: Word cards, syllable cards, phonograms, etc. can be put on the

cookie sheet by sticking a 1" chunk of Magna-Strip to the back

of the card. The device is nothing morer than a different form of

flannelboard, with the pcception that the cookie sheet can be tfsed

to store the lesson and.to be stacked on a shelf. An attractive

color of construction paper can be adhered to the bottom of the cookie

sheet to make a contrasting' background. Word family "animals" can

be made to practice rhymingsnake, chick, dog, etc.

48



38 COPYCAT

Purpdse: Sound discrimination; phonics principles

Materials: None (a "magic slate" may be useful for higher grade students)

Procedure: Individuals or team members take turns naming a challenge worth

to the other player. The other player is to say a word with

jdentical beginning and ending consonant sounds. If he is

successful, one point is, awarded. Then, the \othei= plam gives

the first player a challenge word. With students in the higher

elementary grades, "magic slate" may be used for theYstudents

'to write the words to verify their validity.



39 DOT-TO-DOT

Purpose: Sight word practice; phonics principles; rhyming words

Materials: Large 1215(18" oak tag or chalk board

Procedure: A grid of 1" circles is made of approximately 8 X 10 dots, In

ihe circles are printed sight Words, words to rhyme, or phonic

elements (blends, vowels, etc.). Two children play the game

by reading the word or giving an exemplaq word for the phonic

element for each of the two dots he wishes to connect with a

line. Only adjacent horizontal or vertical dots,may be connected.

The object of the game is for each player to complete the fourth

side of a square and initial it as his own, Men a square is

completed, the player must immediately make another connection.

The player with the greatest number of squares wins.

50



40 D. ' D , .

Purpose: Recognition and identifying the, sound of words ending in.-ect.

IvIa(erials: Card game, "Stick Dip" (see game card), rubber-tipPed darts

Procedure: Many cards with words ending in -ed written on them are siiuffled
,

and played similar to rummy--the player needing to 'collect thret.'

with the same ending sound of 'ed' or 't',. The one to

out," first wins, etc, "Stick Dip" can be categorized in the

sound groupings. In another way, 'a three-section bull's-eye,

target can be drawn on the chalk bat, Players shoot the rubber-

tipped darts, trying to get points by giving words that reptesent

the particular ending -0 sound where the dart landed.



A

41 DOMINOES

P,urpose: Practicing phonic principles

Materials: l-}"x3" oak tag cards, felt-tip marker, pictures cut from old Workbooks

Procedure: P.'' d game of dominoes is underestimated
"!f,

fid its educational value in practicing
;(

cs principles. A set of phonias dominoes

easily made by pasting pictures from old

w rkbooks. Different domino sets can be made

around such prthciples as initial and/or final

consdnant sounds, blends, beginning and alding

consonant digraphs, long and short vowel sounds,

or rhyming pictures, It might be well to afford

some sort of oak tag tray for the players to stand

their dominoes up in,

52



42
DON'T BREATHE

J,

Purpose: Sight word drill; phonic principles. '

Materials: 1" construction paper circles, Q-Tips or 3" sections of

plakic soda straws

Procedure: Write sight words, consonants, biends, digraphs, etc, on

the 1" circles of construction paper. Make two of each

with most being of two different colors--only a few of the

sathe color--and one set of black blank circles. Glue the

pairs of circles on the ends of the Q-Tips or straws with

the printed side out. A collection of straws centering

around a single principle are dumped at random on a table

and the game proceeds the same as "jack-St,raws;'" The few

straws of the same color should count 5 points ingead' of

the 2 for the straws with different colors on the ends, The

black blank s4aw should be worth 10.points. As the traws

are picked up, the sight words are pronounced or,a iNord is

given that represents tile phonic element,

53'



43 DR. SMILEY AND MR. F ROWN

Purpose: Discrimination between long nd short vov.1e1 sounds

Materials: Double thickness oak tag figure of a face, pipe cleaner, paper

fasteners; or, 'everal faces drawn on ditto copies

Procedure: Each child in a group has a card with a face on it as

is suggested the illustration. The pipe cleaner

is inserted bet'ween the leaVes of the paper fastener

just under the head before the fastener is stuck

through the slits in the face. The leaves are spread

apart beneath the first thickness of the folds, the

card is then taped around the edges. The pipe

cleaner is used to make a smile on the face for

short vow,e1 sotincrs\tland is bent straight to make ,

a stern expression for long vowel sounds. The

:,rds may be given to the players orally, by pictures, or in print.



44 THE DRAGON ANi) THE PR1tESS

Purpose: \Nord recognition drill; phonics study; vocabulary

Materials: Chalk board illustration of a princess tied to a

post and a dragon approaching from the water--

five or six waves should be drawn between the

princess and the dragon, and the princess should

hav,e the same number of rope turns wrapped around her,

Procedure: For what ever activity is being studied, whenever

an incorrect answer is given, a wave is erased

indicating that the dragon is approaching closer to tihe

iprincess, Whenever a correct response is given a

turn of the rope around the princess is erased.,

indicating' that the princess is closer to being freed

from her peril, The object of the game is to remove

the ropes'froth the princess to give her her freedom

and not to a4ow the waves to be erased.
1

or 5



45 KALE CARDS VOWEL SOUNDS'

Purpose: Recognition and .substitution of vowel sounds in words

Materials: 6" x construction paper cards and 6" x 9" oak tag cards--

in the middle of the construction paper cards, cut a 1 3/4" square hole

P,rocedure: On the oalc tag cards write four differot sets of vowel sound

groupings--single short vowels, coorollers, digraphs (ai, ee,

, oa u, arid diphthongs (oi, oL,' ow, oo)''--distributed evenly on

the card. On the construction paper :irds, on each side of the

,square hole, write beginning and ening consonant patterns--easy

(single consonants), moderate (one a single consonant and the other

a `blend or digraph), and hard (both a blend or,cligraph), If desired,

the piece from the square hole can be saved and taped at the end

of the word to be folded down as a final 'e', ken it can apply.

The students cover the vowel presentations with the hole and read

the words, Many will be nonsense words,

56



46 LIVING LETTERS

Purpose: Spoiling drill: word-building

Materials: Large letters printed on

duplicate many of the mo

x 12' colored construction paper--

frequent consonants and the vOwels

Procedure: Distribute the c Irr'; to the entire class, giving extra cards to those

who hold the tow frequency cards. Words are pronounced and the

children come to the front of the room and arrange themselves in the

proper order, Such concepts as when to double final consonants

and when to drop a final 'e' become more vivid and eastr to remember

when the children do the actual moving around, Multiple cards

may be given to members of two teams, and they can compete with

each other to spell words rapidly and accurRely. No communication

should be allowed plong team members for this type of game,



47 KING KONG ("KING OF TEE Ea")

Purpose:. Word recognition

, Materials: Small chair.or stool, Word cards

Procedure: A child is selected to play King Kong, and he stands on a chair

or stool, The other playprs line up to challenge King Kong,

The teacher reveals a word card to the ape and the challenger.

The first to read the word correctly gets to take ov4r the "hill",

In case of ties, the next player comes to challenge King Kong,

If KA Kong survives all successive challeriges bTall thp players,

he receives a construction paper banana pinto wear signifying his

r,uperiority, and another ape mounts the ichair,



48 MONKEY SEEMONKEY DO

Purpose: Sight word recognition and retention

Materials: Flash cards or chalkboard

Procedure: The children in the small grouil sit facing the teacher who holds

up a flash card o writes a word on the board. When the children

think they know the word, they cover their,yes'with their hands

without peeking. After a reasonable number have done so, the

teaciter covers th word and asks one of the children who had cov.:.

ered his eyes t e ird,

Variation: The teacher displays three words. 4fter a period of about five

seconds, the children hide their eyes and the teacher 'covers only

one of the words, The childrenre asked to uncover their eyes, and

one child is chosen to tell what word is hidden. Different children

can takelhe place of the teacher;



49 NO MONKEY BUSINESS

' Purpose: Sight word drill

1

Materials: Sight words written on construction paper bananas, monkey mask

or representative headband; sho,e box

Procedure: The child who is "It" wears a headband or monkey mask The

sight words on bananas are shuffled in a box and pa'ssed around

the group. As a child picks out a word and reads it correctly, he

gets a point or keeps the banana, If not, the monkey gets to read

the banana and keep it for himself. The fast-moving competition

centers around keeping as many bananas as pos'sible from the mon-

key. The one who gets the most bananas gets to play monkey 'next,

Variations: Wa,thifacts, rhyming words,' etc. , giay be written on the bananas.



50 OLD BACHELOR

Purpose: Phonic's, sight word, or structural analysis drill

Materials: 3" x 4i1 oak tag cards

Procedure: This game is a variation of Old Maid, Any concept may be used

as long as pairs of something are used--rhyming words, rhyming

.14

pictures, beginning or ending consonants or blends pictures,

eroot words with different affixes, homonyms, etc. A card with a

grumpy looking man can serve as the Old Bachelor, The winner

can be either the one who ends up with the Old Bachelor or the ()lie

who does not have ,it. For three to five players 15-20 pairs can

be used, but, if there are only two players, 10-12 cards should be

dealt, Then, as a player lays down a pair,both he and his

opponent draw from the pile until it is exhausted,

01



51 'ROLLING SINIENCE GAME

Purpose: Sentence construction

Materials: [41"wooden blocks (most large lumber supply stores

stock them)

Procedure: (Spray) paint the block s different colors suggesting

some sort of code for nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns,

etc, On the six surfaces of the blocks print or glue

appropriate words, Colored template prds representing

different sentence patterns should also be made, The child

rolls out the blocks and must constiuct and read a sentence

following the prestribed sentence pattern depicted by the

template, Numbers 1-4 can be put on the blocks to keep

a score of the students' yarious accomplishments, This

game is also useful to demonstiate to students how the ,

words in a sentence can be chariged around without changing

the meaning of the sentence,

62



52 ROLLING PHONEMES

Purpose: 'Nord building; phonics principles

Materials: 1411'wooden blocks (most large lumber supply stores

lock them)

Procedure: (Spray) paint initial,sound blocks green, voirl sound

blocks yellow, final sound blocks red, and la "final e"

block gold. Try to arrange it so that the high intensity

consonants (cl, f, m, p, s, t) are together on one block

and the low intensity consonants (j, k, qu, v, y, z) are

on another, etc. Keep vowel sound patterns together such

als single vowels, digraphs, diphthongs, and r-controlled

combinations. Do the same for ending sound combinations,

consonant blends, and digraphs, The "Golden E" principle

can be represented by putting an 'e' on three sides of

the cube and leave the other three sides blank. The child

rolls out the blocks and arranges them in te green, yellow,

red order, and tries to read it. 'Nonsense word is worth

one point, and a real word is worth two points.

63



53 "OLD GROUCH."

Put pu:: Vowel sound practice

Mdterials: 'No 141" wooden blocks, master for score shoots

Procedure: A vcwel is printed on each of five surfaces of each block with

(Jrouchy face on the sixth surface, Vix long

and short vowels on the two blocks with some on each,

A spirit duplicated score, sheet for each 4110 should be

made in the {orm of "T" with the vowels in order

down each side, one si,cle ifor long and,one side (or short

sounds, The two blocks arc rolled, As the vowels appear

the student must say a word representing cAther the long

or short sound as indicated, and he marks off the particular

vowel fromihis score card, If an "Old Grouch" appears,

he loses credit for the other vowel, and if both appear,, he

loses credit for all, vowels in the game. He must say a word

for every vowel that appears even if he has already had it,

64 The first child to complete his card wins.



SHADOWS ON THE WALL

Purpose: Word analysis; phonics principles; word family c'tudy

4

Materials: ()verb projector, phistic lettàrs from a magnetic utter

set (remove the small magnes)

Procedure: Me best place to show the projector on is the chalk board,

The light and contrast is sufficient, and the children can

draw over the letters on the chalk board, Place the letter

'in' on the glass and ask, "What word do you think Fm going

to make?' The childrdn 11 make appropriote guesses, Follow

N after eaell letterdiscussintg 4propriateness of responses,

this with,, for example, the letters a-r-k and ask for guesses

Another way is to place all letters of a word oq the glass

in the form of an anagram, The letters ick could be placed

on the glass and shown on the chalk board so the children can

write possible beginning consonants either from their own

ideas or from direction of the teacher, Spelling words

could be presented this way' f the children to trace on

th6 chalk board.
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rc RUM I.WOR

Purpos(.1: Reinforcing the sounds of vowels ipntrollee' 1 y

Materials: 12" X kr card Inad(.. from colored con traction paper, workbook pictures,

. and oak'tdci as shown in illustration

Procedure: The teacher can sdy something like this: "What sound does "ar have,

when you say "barn"? yes, it sounds just like the letter 'R', doesn't

It? IlVe could even call it a 'long R' sound, couldn't we?" Do the

Arno with "corn", noting the small word, "or" , within, Very few

persons have to go through the barn

door to see what ''er", "ir" and "ur"

sound like, What does a rusty door

sound like ? "E-r-r-r" That's what

the sounds are in "feather", "bird",

and "purse".

oaf 1 0 rw
0A41 Pyle iiii1401



Purpose:

id1)01.,E N1E

Anticipatory comprehension

Aerials: kok ol rfrlilies, 2" X construction paper strips, 1,elt-tip mark.or

#

Proceduro: Approximately I1 to 15,bponding on siN of group, riddles:o written

(T)4 on LIie onstruction-paper strips, the riddle on one color td

answ on another rotor, An answer coding system on. tho acks

helps settle arguments that are bound to occur. The stri0 are

!;hutiled and passed around the group. In turn, the childre6 read

the riddles out loud and another child presents the answer, A

winner may be detemined on the basis of who gets rid of all of

his strips first, or by who collects ,che most cmplete riddles.
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Ntldieitdk:

PH 0 Nit' S 001

lour :;ound,r, 111+1 digrdph

Hut 01 LOIOInf COM1RICt1011Pdpet

dnd edk to, consttuct Uw

t;liown the loot

iithchni hy d 1)diw,r fdsipnor hrild

Hu it. (11 %ling ouL, 11111 d

d(IPICWI d hEtYr

uii Ihit hid: 01 thy toOt dt411,

liocolurc: Thy [Hai l. hogins i dioloquo.

"W1HC:; the sound of 'oo' in

Loot? Yes, then I it sounds like/oo/, this (pointing to

thi) floor) sounds like Voo/rrightY Well, tin if this

is d floor, then this must be a Voo/t, right? Etc," Each

Utile (1 new word is named; it is p'ronounced with the previous

sound, and vise vérsa, The blister (and blood) on the

kick is because the b/oo/t'doesn't fit the f/oo/t (changing

the 'sounds around in the two words),
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58 SHUFFHBOARD
"P

Purpose: Word a*ysis;' sight cv drill; irjhonics principles

Materials: Chalk eraser, shufflebtard pattern on the flOor with

masking tape

Procedure: The game is similarto rquldr htiffleboarci, e xcept

the spaces are filled with sight words , words to ,rhyme,

blends, digraphs , vowels , etc.' A starting line perhaps

15-20 ,feet away is best, Points may be awarded fo,r

accomplishments of various degrees of diff iculty,

69
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59 , PAIR SNARE

Purpose: 'Word recognition and vocabulazy cateljorizing

Material's' 135c4.1" oak tag ta,r4 with 10 words or phrases each of

5 categories such as sports, tools, touching, furniture, et'

Procedure: .Each player gets 4 cards, The object of the game is to

collect the most pail's of words in categories, If he

holdsa pair in his hand, he lays it down and draws until

he holds no ,pair,' In turn, each player draws a qcyd and

tries to make category .pairs of word cfl`rds. The player with,

tile most pairs when all cards ire drogi wins,



a

60 PINNING THE EARS ON SNOOPY

Purpose: Sight word drill; word family study; phoniq elements
4

Materials: Alarge profile of Snoopy and several ear 'shapes

Procedure: Dependingicpon the purpose of the game, the profile of

Snoopy is divided off into sections on which re written

sight words, Word elements phonic's elements, etc. The

chAren's names may be written on the ears, or, if phonics

elements are lAng used, blends or such mai le written on

the edis , The typical game, of "Pin 'the Tail on the Donkey"

is played, When the blindfold is removed, the player reads

the words printed in the particular section of the profile,

or the words are rhymed, etc, If word elements. are being

used, the player adds his blend, digraph, or beginAing

sourid to ,the 2 or 3 word elemerks in the par4ular section "4i

of the profile. (Example: .ack, ip, etc.)

. Root words and affixes may also be used, The

player coming closest to the' right spot wins,
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61 RAINBOW ',TYRILL CARDS
4

Purpose: Sight word drill; phdnics princi,ples; VOCE

Materials: 12x18" oak tag cards divided into are_
column's across and .5 equal rows down ,

markers, 5 color spinner

Procedure: For example, write the first 20 Dolch Wc
writing four different words in each of 5
It is attractive to write ihe words SO, _t_tp
are in the same row or column. Battltpl
spinner and reads the four words ofIrkb
5ztops on. This is continued _ il all the
card have, been read successfully, and thi
difficult word card is used. The plaYer
who reads. the four words of the last col
s,uccessfully gets to have' the card for th

72 the session. Other cards could be made
common consonants. Vowel sounds or vo
associations) could also be used. Math



[aril

four equ'al
colored felt

on th,e card,
lerent -Colors.
o two colors
?r spins the
or the spiginer
rds on the
ext most

chosen
emainder of
ing 20 blends or
)ulary (antonyms and
3ts are good too.



62 ROBIN 'HOOD AND LITTLE J 011

'Purpose: Spelling drill

\IVIaterials: Spelling list, Rin Hood hats 'or appropriate headbands,
A

Procedure: The .cl.ss'is 'divided ilito two teamsTRobin Hood's men

and Little John's men, A tedff and a' place for the

Nottingham jail should alsibe selected, A child from r,

each team stands on a chair facing geach other *resenting,

the log over a Oream on which the famous battle took place

between Robin Rood and Little John, Flash cards or

spelling words are presented to the two students, A 3 out

of 5 encounter occurs. The winner takes featther back

to his team, and the loser i's confined to the Nottingham

jail to serve a predetermined sentence (writing miised

spelling words) This would be a good game to play just

before the customary end-of-the-week spelling test,
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--0;Y(If.s'jvr

_FrOC6(41v.: On teAtongue de.pregsor, write words involving silent

SILEN,IiT:'LEITRJ,GLO(TH)ES PINS
;

o'ognitioU Of.wo-rds with silent letters
-

Piastic'74r woOderclothespins (spring type),
d4;es0..)' r.S,/ nair" pert.
3\) .

tongue

; lett s.' SpacQutJetters evenly. On the top of one
dfAe cloihespiri wrngs, glue a picture of a little boy

.With'e.arinuffs---signifying that he can't hear the silent
Jette(S:- Clip the clothespin on the tongue
-(21Fprès,s'or covering the silertt letter, and
On the back draw a horizontal line broken only
where theclothespin is. This is done so the child
can check himself for the right position of
the clothespin after hr.- has made his response.
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61 SL1DING-STRIP KONG VOWEI,- ARDS

Purpose: Practice the final-'e' principle; consonant s bstitution

Materials: 6"x9" oak tag atcl colored construction paper and oak tag

"spacers" as shown in the illustration, 1-3/8" wide oak

tag strips about 18" long

Procedure: Use a different colored card

for each vowel, -trisert the long

strips into the card and write

beginning and ending consonant

? patterns through the holes so,

that they are spaced properly, Plain diNialmmir

Between the holes' write oneq of
.....iimmarsormarrtstarisworsirawitim ° I(

to.

the vowels alid write a final 'e'

to the right of the last,hole. The strips can be slid

up, and down to change either the beginning or ending

consonant sound. The oak tag spacer between 'the layers

is very important to allow the strips to slip freely.
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65 SMART FIS

Purpose: Word.analysis; rhyming; phonid principles

\iaterials: Chart or chalk board illustration of fish swimming a

wthding path to a worm on a hook (a dog going to a bone,

3 rabbit going to a carrot, etc.) with words or pictures

thterspersed 'along the way,

Procedure: The' player tries to tAe the fish to the hook to get the

worm off without getting hooked by reading words alig the

way, rhyining words or pictures, substituting vowels, etc.

If kiccessful, he is awarded a construction pap orm pin

to signify his accomplishment,
cri

1141.111"1"111.w. C



66 SPELL-BOWL

Purpose: Spelling motivation

Materials: Personal bowlingiscore sheetfor each child

Procedure: Spelling test scores are considered in percentages and

rounded off to the nearest multiple of ten. The percentages

are then converted in ,to units of 1 to 101 (Example:

14 words out bf 16 spelled correctly :87,5% rounded off

to 90°/:, and converted to The Wednesday or "tie! test

is considered the first ball of a scoring frame. If a 100%

is achieved,, it is scored,a strike, If a 7 or 8 is scored

on Wednesda'y, a 10clion Friday or the "final" test is scored

a spare o'n the first ball rolled on 'Nednesday, A 10 week

howling score is kept in otheks.e typical bowling score

fashion,
I
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Purpose:

Materials:

Procedure:

4

Spelling drill

SPELL UP

Ust of homonym pairs

The class, divided into two teams, sits on opposite sides

of the room. 'A child on one team either is given or thinks

on his own a word of.a homonym pair, and spells it. The

correspondiq child on the other team spel4 the other

hombnym. Whe,n a word is missed, the teacher speiis the

word, and the child who missed it stands up. Often

children do'not Mind missing a word in a conventional

contest because,thoy get to sit down, This could also be

'done with the reOlar spelling list,

78
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681 SPOONS

Purpose: Sight word or phonics drill

Materials: " oak tag cards---12 or 13 s ets o f a thing, spoons

Procedure: This game is 'best played with ,5 or 6 players, Plastic

spoons numbering ohe less than the number of players are

plac0 handles-out in the middle of the table, A dealer

starts out with the shuffled pack fke down, He turns over

the first card and decided whether he wants it; if not he

passes it on to his left, and so forth. Each player takes

a card as it is passed .to him or passes it face -up to his

left, The object is to collect 3 (or 4 to make it harder)

cards of the same word, rhAe, beginning sound, etc, Once

a player has the "book" he grabs a spoon, signaling all

other players immediately to do the same. The p4yer without

a spoon is out, and, all but one of the spoons are put

back, A new deale'r begins a new game, and it continues until

two players have a suivival battle. A player can keep no

mot'e than 4 cards at any one ,time,



69 STAIRWA\' TO THE STARS

Purpose: Sight word drill

Materials: Simulated staimay of pockets'to fit word cards into, flash

cards for sight words, gold stars

Procedure: For a small group of players, there are perhaps four times as

maO word cards as there are stair steps, In turn, each

player a*ends the stairs to the stars by reading the words,

If he is successful, he gets a star, and the last word on

the stairs is replaced by a new word, The successful

player also gets to keep the word removed. If a player is

unsuccessful, he gets to take the word he missed (he is told

the word at that time), and replaces it with a word card

if he has one, Otherwise, he takes the word he missed,and

a new word is put in its place, As each succeeding player

reads the words successfully, the next tothe last card is

replaced, and so forth, The player with the most stars

is the winner,
80



70 STICK DIP

Purpose: Sound discrimination; phonics' principles

Materials: Tongue depressors, 10 oz, clear plastic drinking cups, Flair pen

Procedure: For examp16, in the study of the sounds of ow,, two pictureg

cut from vciticbocks such as an owl an,d spw are pasted on

the sides of the clear plastic cups, Write as many words as the

children are able to read that have the ow sound on the tongue depressors

The object of the activity is for the player to read the words

on the 'tongue depressor and to put them into the proper

container More than two contaiOrs can be made in a ,set,

the ,thelask could be to categorize the blends of 'r or

the blentof '1'. Words of long and short vowel sounds

could also be separated,

4



71 STICCEIV

Purpose: Word rcognition drill

Materials: Seasonal shapesir figures with words written on them--

perhrs 10 wordi.to a set for each of the players

Procedure: The players sit with their word cards face ,down in front

pf them. The player, to the dealer's left LIrns over a

card and read$ the word, The other plai)Pers turn overtheir

ards one at a time, and when a player turns up a card

matching the one read, he yells i"Stick 'em" .and gives his,

turned up cards to the original player, The next player

to the kft does the same thing, and so on. As all the

.ards in a pile are turned over, the stick is turned face

down and the turning continues, The game can end and the

winner determined by either who i the first to get rid
, of all his cards, or by who is the,one who has accumulated/

the thost cards after a certain amount of time, Color or k

number coding helps to return the 'cards to their original sets,



/
BOBBYPIN SYLLABICATIp

ose: Practicing syllabication panciples

Matetials:

rocedure:

a

2" X 412," word cards of two or more siljables; ,bobbyPins

The bobbypins are to be clipped ove!' the toi, of the card tio

show wher,e' the worlishOuld be divided info syllables. A

small colored d6t, (cut with,ja, paper punch frf construction

or wr4ping taper) cin be pasted in 1,1e right spot on the

back of the card to show where the i*ypin should 10:e

\ when the child checks his dwn resporN, Or, a thin,
black line could be dran acios's th&backof the card

\11,th the bpaks in the 1iné4rd the bollobypin should be.

.0
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tI

P u s'e Nord unily study

SINITCHEROO

t

Materials: 2 I oak tag c,ords, 10 each of 4 word flamily pattern's--icke,

'ing, it, etc,--with some com'mon beginnings i,n eich set, 'k or

6 cards depicting a typical light switch,

Procedure: This pla d much iiike "Crazy sighte, Each player

gets ncl the object ofthe game is to get rid of one's

card pl yerAn the dealer's left must lay down a card

with me beginning or the same word family pattern, If

A;

not, he may laytor a "Switcheroo" card naming any word

family pattern'he w,ishes, If he can do neither he draws 2

, (or 3 to'make it harder) cards from the pile; he can,play one

if he can,. Otherwise, the play gos on to the next player,

Any time a plyer cm' not read a caid cor4ct. he draws ,

two cards and, nilsses his turn,

'
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Purpose',

TEAKETTLE

Vocabt6ry and homonym study

Materials: Noriel.'

The Oect of the game is to,stump the other players iilthe,group.
plhert makes up a "teakettle" sentence using a pair of hionyms,

suhs, ,'Since the vather w4,s 'téakettie the boir decided to

waNbepuse h had Leady spent his bus 'teak.Ottle' on ice cream."

(stair, farer The creativity, of the children is well wort1,1 the experience*

`ektplaying the game. This wpuld be a favorite game to play after a

qtudy of some of'the common homotims, cir after'a contest between

te boys and the girls to see who can research the most pairs of,

tomongs

Procedure:



4

75 THESE LITTLE KITTENS WON'T LOSE THEIR MITTENS

Puriose: Studyin'g rhyinirig words or homonypis

Materidis: Clothes4ne sting across the chalk board, cut out rni,tte/ patterns

and have the children decorate one side so that they will match

Proqedure: With homonyins or rhyming pictures or words ori 9ne side of the

mittens, mix them in a pile in a shoe box. Tlieltildren try to

find the matching pairs of mittens without looktnl at the decorated

side of the mittens, The(decorated side is to bet,us6ci tol'chek"

the actiyity at the 911(1, Th n.4teins can beOttd to the clothes-
,

line by a single clothespin,e



76 TORNADO BOWL "

Purpos,e: Blending word parts; rh'yming; pho ,tcs principles
AL.

t,.
i

'w

lilaterials: Ditto copies or chalk bbard illustrthon of an irregular curvcd,

enciosup',
,o

1 1 ,

,?roceduro: In the "0 f " f th ,t d i 't d a d fa 1.1, l 1,
. ,

consoli,apt,,lae9inn.",,,,,,,etc, Around,the perimeter of the tornau'a, are

ptintled oth icter il '44 phoAic elements which would satigy what-
IT ,

,
ever' is being prctkeciti,,,i.ndo toiriado "eye", At a .signal the player

..

is td re.ad the' demo' 'around ,thd outside of th torn'ado'combining

thern appropriately with the,stimulus element in the "eye", ,Score's

can be kept concernink.hracy, difficulty or speed, The winner

can be "Mister Twister!' ,
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4

Purpose: ,Speiling

TREASURE 13

t?f,

Materials: decorated thoe box converted into a treasure chest, spelling

words on folded slips of paper

Procedure: In turn, eaoh child draws a slip of pap' er and hands it to the

teacher. The iord is rnd a'nd the child attempts to stiel1,it.

Points are awarded for each letter in the word, Miss pelled words

are given',to the child, and he takes them to his leg tstudy,

The object of the,game is to keep from getting slips of p per, The

game is profitAle to use with two hi1dren in a quiet
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Purtise:

Materials:

Procedurb:

1,

TRICE

Sic lilt word bill; .commonword elpments; structuralanalyisis

3" x tlIi" oaktag cards, felt markeir

A sight word'is writterr on three differenticards, or words su6h as ,

b-ak6, c-ake, fl-ake or three rhymitg pctures are put on the cards,

Ten to 12 sets of cards is recommended for '3 or 4 players to keep

the tame short and inter,esting, The cards are shuffljeland dealt,"

five to a player, .and a card is turned up to start a dipardpile, U7on
the possession of a pair, the child lays them down read* them.

The game proceeds much like rummy, and the first child to get\O,d

of all is cards is the winner, If a pair is already on the table, a

playir may lay down for himself the third card of the set, If desired,

quality points for difficulty may be assigned tote cards, and

scores. may be kept. Points held in the hpd.when someone gdes out

will be counted against th6oplayer3

'qt
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7 9 POKEY PES

v

Purpose: Independent, self-correcting learning device

Material's: 12 'X 11" X 1/8" harloard with 3 rows of 1.0 '41-" holes as shown,by

the o, 'x, and in the illustration; 10/different colored go.f tees or .

palled construction-paper pegs; 9" ki2" oak tag cards; oak' tag

scraps; 10 different colored (same as tees or pegs) constniction-

paper scraps

vProcedure: The holes on the far left hold the tees.

A.coloi-ed icinforcement ring should,be

,around each hole to maintain the 10-

color sequence. The 9" X 12" oak,

tag progra'm card should be Punched

withlh6 10 holes °nil where the o' s

are in the illustration. On the back

of the program ard corresponding to

the position of fhe,x's in the

'Nriltion(and tir.-) second row of holes

,)1 in the hardboal').$11ould b0 pasted

cowl

air

pop

snow

in

some

may

hair

base

man \

cut 71$

plane x

to x

be x

ball x

orr!

se I

boy x I

thing x



POKEY PEGS (COM)

the color.ed ,construction-paper sqaps The order

of the 10 colors should correspond with the correct answers ,to

problems on the front. Scraps of oak tag can be folded to ma)*(e

triangle pocket and be gl pn the hardboard to hold the prOgraro

cards. Various p ogram (Ws cari be made 'in an unlimited number

to *vide practic or testing for just about any skill or concept

desit'ed, The format of the, test board and program cards can be

altered to fit any pattern desired, whether it bo formal (from work: 4

book pages) or eacher-made. The student can check *work by

matching the colors oitthe tees with the colors show* through the

center row of holos s'in the illustration) when the hardboard is

vfewed from the back.

tt'



81 TURN ABOUT'S FAIR PLAY k

Purpose: Spelling study

Materials: Ditto cdpies or to be copied from chalk board

Procedure: A word, such as "sentence", is written downwards in a column

as well as upwards in a second column, The object is to see

who can fill in words beginning and ending wi Corresponding

letters as shown, Rules should be establish Ypertaining to

use of dictionary and length of words, A pos le system,of

score-keeping may be to count one point for each letter of the

words spelled'. Two penalty points mightbe given for misspeOed

words,

6,

9'

'" 4 in. 1



82 TURN AROUND

Purpose: Ustening attention; anticipation; word recognition; contextual rules

recognition

$

McIterials: Short story common or special words from thcc story on flash cards

Procedure; Depending uinn the size of the group, 10 or so words are chos n from

the story,and are p4jed out to the children,. As the stoiy is r ad,

the childrpn listen foi' their word(s) to be pronounced, The li4tant

they hear their word, they can stand up utickly and turn around once,

As the children gain proficiency, the teacher may tOp readg the

tory at a certain point,nd the child who thinks he has the next

word which fits in the context of the story jumps up and turns

around, as he says the wOtd. To maintain high interest, tgwords

can be passed around to other children in tho group ds the-Wary

is re-read or as it continues.

93 I



3 1/0111 (RossEs

Pu Tose: kecognkn of simple vok I sound words; vowel substitution

Mi teri,I1,(. (..:rossps are constructed from oak tag, 'all dimensions being 1,12"

as ihown in the illustFition,

lrecedure: iAs is shoWn, a three-letter c/v/c word'is printed on the horizontal

ht of the cro'ss, On the back of the verticui irs

, a re written single vowels so tha't when thv are folded across

the center section, the vowels substitute for,

each other, If desired, dnother three-letter

,word maylbe written vertically, sharing the

Ame vowel as the original word, and the

side bat's fold over tà suNtitute the vowel in the

vertical word,

94
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Purpose: Sight word drill

HMaterials:

Procedure:

WAR OF Ti-1[, WORDS

Oak tag CIi cardt; I( 41 of sight words to he practiced

A large pack of sight-word cards (somp can he duplicated) is divided

equally face down for each of two players. Numbers 1-5 should be

printed in one of the top corners, The numbers should receive equal

distribution throughout the pack, At an agreed signal', the players

simultaneously turn over one card at a time, pronouncing the word.

The word card with the highest number takes the other card If the

high n.umber card was pronounced corrOctly as judged by the other

illaybr. In case the high number card is pronounced ipcorrectly,

th'e, other card takes it if the word was read correctly, In case

ofities, the next 3 cards in each pile are revealed and the pol4ts added

up , the highest sum aking all 8 cards, The one who ends up with

all the cards or the most cards aftera given amount of time wins

game,

'4 4
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85 Wil P ?

Purpose: Word and Iysis

Material Writing paper, I" square oak tag with numbers on one, s.

Prxeduro: Each player secretly writes a word (or spelling vvor4' on .t1 paper

and covers up each letter with a numbered square, (The nuitibored

Auarbs rank as high as the number of letters in the word,) Th'e

word is placed, on the table after it is covered so that the other

players coild read it if it, were,uncovered.. In turns each player

asks a specific player if h'P:has,a specific letter, 11,so, the

letter is uncovered and the .asking player is given the points of

tO* square tl* covered the letter, (Squares may be rapdomiy ,

p ac,e( over t e etters, ) I e p.ayer keeps as ing any, ,,- ,4

W 1116$ Until he qOts 'd "No!" Only .in turn Illy a, pi

another's word and only by spelling it out as he tOou lAis

divu

. normal turn, 10 points are given for revealig another:s wor

Other point iialues may be necessary', :le last one tohave part'
i

,

9(1 ,

.of his word covered should get some b,onus points .

i ,
e

J


